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QCD vacuum

What are the properties of the 
vacuum at 1012K? → CMS@LHC 

Action density  on ≈15fm3 lattice
D. Leinweber,  Adelaide



Time Evolution of a Heavy Ion Collision

Initial Geometry

Energy Deposition
70% of kinetic energy

Thermalization?

Expansion?

Phase Transition? 
(Hadronization)

Kinetic Freezeout
and Free 
Streaming

 

Time



Hadron Multiplicities



Particle Density near Mid-Rapidity in Au+Au

Lexus (Kapusta,Jeon)Incoherent p+p superposition

Models prior to RHIC

Incoherent p+p superposition:
More particles per N+N collisions

More N+N collisions per Au+Au collision

Text

AGS

SPS
RHIC???



First RHIC Physics Paper



Particle Density near Mid-Rapidity

Lexus (Kapusta,Jeon)Incoherent p+p superposition

CGC (McLerran, 
Venugopalan)

Models prior to RHIC



Parton Saturation

Gluon density in proton

Fraction of momentum carried 
by gluon

Idea(s):
Entropy is not “created” but 
“liberated” from gluon distributions

Gluon density increases with x, Q2

BUT: Gluons interact, limiting growth 
of gluon densities: Saturation  

Low energy High energy



One important lesson

Don’t bet your experiment on predictions....

from Nestor Armesto, QM 2008



e+e-, p+p, A+A Correspondence ?

yT

Surprising agreement in shape between AA/e+e- /pp

e+e- measures dN/dyT
(rapidity relative to

“thrust” axis)AA/pp ~ 1.4-1.5

200 GeV
Central Au+Au

q

q

PHOBOS QM’02, Steinberg



RHIC delivered first collisions on June 12th, 2000
PHOBOS submitted first paper July 19th, 2000

PRL 85 3100 (2000)
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Collision energy

BeamBeam

Longitudinal

Transverse

Use “energy flow” from
longitudinal (=beam) to transverse direction 

to estimate energy/volume

1000 particles x 0.5 GeV/particle 

 π x (7 fm)2 * 1 fm
≈ 3GeV/fm3

Much larger than εcrit ≈ 0.7 GeV/fm3

But: Equilibration?

550 charged particles per unit rapidity



What are the transport properties of 
the vacuum at 1012K? 

e.g. can one measure or calculate the 
viscosity of a system at T > 200MeV?

first we need to show that we indeed 
produce an interacting system at such 

temperatures

Action density  on ≈15fm3 lattice
D. Leinweber,  Adelaide

What are the transport properties of 
the vacuum at 1012K? 



Nucleus INucleus II

Impact 
parameter b

Non-central collision (Transverse plane)

How do we prove that we make “matter”?



Non-central collision (Transverse plane)

Nucleus INucleus II

“Hot” overlap zone is asymmetric in azimuthal angle

x

y

How do we prove that we make “matter”?

Define: “Initial State Eccentricity”



Non-interacting particles



Collective expansion of MatterNon-interacting particles

Shape information is not transfered to
momentum space

Flat azimuthal distribution

dN/dφ

Azimuthal angle φ

x

φ



Shape information is not transfered to
momentum space

Flat azimuthal distribution

Collective expansion of Matter

Shape information transformed into 
momentum space

cos(2 φ) modulation of azimuthal distribution

Non-interacting particles

dN/dφ

Azimuthal angle φ

dN/dφ

Azimuthal angle φ

4

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

1

x

φ



Azimuthal Angle (rad)

2*v2

Azimuthal angle

Azimuthal distribution
dN/dφ = 1 + 2 v2 cos(2(φ - φ0))

How do we prove that we make “matter”?

PHOBOS
Au+Au 130GeV

Au+Au 130GeV

The initial anisotropy in coordinate space is translated 
into momentum space: Interactions → Equilibration (?)

STAR PRL 2000

central
collisions

Peripheral
collisions

“Elliptic Flow”

Collision centrality



Energy/Momentum 
Conservation

Baryon number
Conservation

Initial State

Equ. of State

+

+

= Ideal Hydro
local equilibrium

vanishing λMFP

no viscosity

Hydrodynamic Evolution



Hydrodynamics

STAR PRL 2000

central
collisions

Peripheral
collisions

“Ideal hydrodynamics”

Assumption: 
Shortly after initial collision (<1-2fm/c) a system in 
local equilibrium with very small mean free path is 
created

Local equilibrium ⇔ small λmfp⇔ small shear viscosity 

v2 ∝ ε (i.e. initial geometric eccentricity)

Mid-central data reach hydro prediction (calculated using 
λmfp = 0) 

Once shape info is lost in
 free streaming, can’t be recovered



Elliptic Flow and Geometry, I

Test connection between geometry and elliptic flow
by comparing Au+Au to Cu+Cu

PHOBOS  200 GeV  

Au+Au

Gold
A=197

Collision centrality



Elliptic Flow and Geometry, I

Test connection between geometry and elliptic flow
by comparing Au+Au to Cu+Cu

v2 is large even for central  Cu+Cu

Au+Au

Cu+Cu

Gold
A=197

Copper
A=64

PHOBOS (2005)
200 GeV Data

Collision centrality

λmf



Challenge: System Size Scaling

Cu+Cu

Au+Au

PHOBOS (2005)
200 GeV Data

Collision centrality

For same Npart (~ same initial density), v2/εstd is 
much larger in Cu+Cu than in Au+Au collisions



At fixed b

In Glauber MC model, geometry is 
sampled by finite number of nucleons 

➞ 
Geometry varies from event-to-event, 

even at fixed b

Re-thinking ε

Aguiar, Hama, Kodama, Osada, hep-ph/0106266 (QM 2001)
Miller, Snellings, nucl-ex/0312008 
(4 citations until 2005, 28 since then)
Broniowski et al, arXiv:0706.4266



Data  σ(v2)Data

PHOBOS 200GeV Au+Au
Preliminary

 σ(v2)

<v2>
Data  σ(v2)

<v2>

Collision Geometry Fluctuations
Cu+Cu Cu+Cu

“Participant Eccentricity”
PHOBOS 2005, see also 

Broniowski et al, arXiv:0706.4266

Plots from Richard Bindel, Maryland,
using PHOBOS Glauber MC

If flow is driven by initial matter distribution,
the orientation (and shape) of that distribution 

should determine direction and magnitude of flow



System Size Scaling

Cu+Cu

Au+Au

PHOBOS (2005)
200 GeV Data

Collision centrality

Re-interpretation of Glauber MC initial states 
yields v2 scaling between Cu+Cu and Au+Au



How do we know the Glauber shapes and 
shape fluctuations are real?

Measure them directly! 
If v2 ∝ ε,  then:

i.e. relative fluctuations in v2 should be  
determined by relative fluctuations in ε 

σ(v2)      σ(ε)
<v2>      <ε>

=

Data  σ(v2)Data

PHOBOS 200GeV Au+Au
Preliminary

 σ(v2)

<v2>
Data  σ(v2)

<v2>

Collision Geometry Fluctuations

Cu+Cu



εpart Fluctuations in Glauber MC

Large event-by-event variation of εpart (~40%) 

Robust against variation of Glauber MC parameters



Extracting v2 Fluctuations

PHOBOS: event-by-event fit of (v2,ϕ0) over ~ 4π

Measured

Correction function

Corrected



Observed Elliptic Flow Fluctuations



Plot from M. Isaah
CIPANP ‘06

KET = √pT2 + m02 - m0  (GeV)

Baryons

Mesons

Elliptic flow as a function of 
“transverse kinetic energy”

What is the nature of this matter?



Flow mechanism “knows” about quarks

But: detailed microscopic dynamics that lead to 
“quark-number scaling” are not yet understood

Plot from M. Isaah
CIPANP ‘06

Baryons: n=3
Mesons: n=2

What is the nature of this matter?



≈λmfp

Large elliptic flow implies 
very small viscosity ⇔ small λmfp ⇔ strong coupling

How well does our fluid flow?

D. Teaney, 2003: Estimated viscous corrections
to ideal hydro calculations

Comparing 
shear viscosity/entropy density, 
RHIC matter is 100× better 

fluid than water



Data from RHIC suggest that η/s < 0.2 (possibly < 0.1) 

RHIC @  4π η/s ≈ 1

Perfect liquid at RHIC?

How can one calculate η/s? 



How can one calculate η/s? 

Perturbative QCD gives η/s ≈ 1 

Liquid → vanishing λmfp → strong coupling
pQCD is the right theory, but wrong approximation

Lattice QCD: hard (see later)

String theory:



String Theory to the Rescue?



AdS/CFT correspondence

Classical gravity limit

NN  = 4 Super-Yang-Mills
theory in 4d with SU(NC)

Maldacena (1997), Gubser, Klebanov,Polyakov; Witten (1998)

Apply to both dynamical and thermodynamic observables.

YM observables at infinite NC and infinite coupling can be 
computed using classical gravity

A string theory in 5d AdS 

Finite temperature

Large NC and 
strong coupling limit 

Black hole in AdS5

Hong Liu, QM 2006



Viscosity Bound

All field theories with a gravity 
dual were found to have 

η/s > 1/4π 

Universal bound?

“Black hole horizons (in 5-d 
anti-de-Sitter space...) are dual 

to the most ideal liquids”



Lattice QCD Calculation of η/s 

Lattice calculations agree with small shear 
viscosity for QCD plasma

Require bold extrapolations to extract η

Harvey Meyer (MIT)



What else can one learn about the medium?

Hadrons at high pT (>>T) 
originate from 

“fragmentation” of high pT 
quarks (or gluons)

in vacuum

What happens when high 
pT partons traverse the 

medium?

in hot medium

?



The Medium is “black”: Jet Quenching

Expected yield in Au+Au, 
relative to p+p

Observe a suppression 
(“jet quenching”)
 by factor 5-6!



Ncoll-Scaling ?

(from quark and gluon jets)

High pT photons (which don’t suffer energy loss in the 
medium) are produced with the expected rate relative 

to p+p



The Medium is “black”: Jet Quenching

Expected yield in Au+Au, 
relative to p+p

Observe a suppression 
(“jet quenching”)

 by factor 5-6!

Hadrons at high pT 
originate from 

“fragmentation” of high pT 
quarks (or gluons)

In medium, only “surface 
radiation” escapes. Partons 

traversing medium are
“swallowed” by medium.

in vacuum
in hot medium



The Medium is “black”: Jet Quenching

Hadrons at high pT 
originate from 

“fragmentation” of high pT 
quarks (or gluons)

In medium, only “surface 
radiation” escapes. Partons 

traversing medium are
“swallowed” by medium.

in vacuum
in hot medium



Gluon Bremsstrahlung

2 ˆ 
2

LqNE C
S

π
α

−≈Δ

kT kick per unit path length

pQCD calculations give q ≈ 1-3 GeV2/fmˆ



Energy Loss in String Theory

     of N=4 SYM theory

• It is not proportional to number of scattering centers

q̂

• Experimental estimates:  5-15 GeV2/fm

( )
( )

33

4
5

4
32/3

69.26ˆ TNTq cSYMSYM αλ
π

≈
Γ

Γ
=

BDMPS transport coefficient reads:

/fm.GeV 4.5ˆ 2=SYMq

 MeV TCN s 300 ,
2
1 ,3 === α•  Take:



Jets and Angular Correlations

STAR 
200 GeV p+p

pT > 2.0 GeV/c

PHENIX
p+p

Trigger particle 

pT > 2.5 GeV 

Associated particles

pT > 2 GeV 

Plot angle of associated particles above 
pT threshold relative to trigger

Trigger:      pT > 2.5 GeV/c

Associated: pT > 2.0 GeV/c



STAR 
200 GeV p+p

pT > 2.0 GeV/c

PHENIX
p+p

PHENIX
central Au+Au

?

Trigger:      pT > 2.5 GeV/c

Associated: pT > 2.0 GeV/c

Trigger:      pT > 2.5 GeV/c

Associated: pT > 2.0 GeV/c

Jets and Angular Correlations





Where does the energy go?

p+p PYTHIA v6.325

PHOBOS preliminary

Au+Au 0-30% central

pTtrig >2.5 GeV/c 
pTassoc > 20 MeV/c

“Lost” energy found in quasi-thermal low pT particles, 
even far in rapidity from trigger particle



Initial Collisions
  Hard Scattering takes place [direct γ]
  High pT partons are produced [d+Au]
  Overall Entropy defined [dN/dη]
  Geometrical asymmetry [Geometry]

Early Stage (~ few fm/c)
  High Density (~ 5 GeV/fm3) [dN/dη, high pT suppression]
  Local thermal equilibration[Elliptic Flow v2]
  Pressure driven expansion [Elliptic Flow v2, HBT]
  Opaque for fast partons [Back-to-Back jets]

Hadronization
  Recombination from quark soup [proton-non
    suppression, quark-scaling of v2]
  Global statistical hadron formation at 
  Tch = 170 MeV [particle ratios]
  Radial expansion with βT ~ 0.6c [PID spectra]
  Particle emission after 10fm/c for few fm/c [HBT]



Heavy ions at LHC
Unprecedented change in initial conditions

Qualitatively new probes of the medium, e.g. Jets

Heavy Ions at LHC

CMS: Big experiment

2600 Physicists
$500M construction

Designed for p+p

12500 tons
1 GHz interaction rate
1 TByte/sec data flow

World’s largest magnet (2.6 GJ)
200 m2 Si Detectors

LHC Tunnel will close Sep 1 2007



Once we have these qualitative answers:
→ program of precision measurements of 

medium properties

1 Day: Multiplicity ⇒ Initial Density

Models prior to RHIC

Models for LHC

LHC

1 Week: Does elliptic flow saturate,
indicating equilibrium?

LHC

1 Month: What is the jet 
quenching parameter?  Is the 

medium “black”?

LHC



Measuring energy loss at LHC

q,g

Hadrons

Jet

q,g

q,g

Photon

Jet axis provides 
parton direction

Charged hadron tracks 
used to calculate 
z = pT(track)/ET

γ

Multiplicity and flow 
measurements 
characterize density, 
path length

Measure dN/dξ with ξ = log(1/z)

Photon energy tags
parton energy ET

Higher collision energy allows to find 
jets and photons at high pT (>70 GeV/c)





LHC + RHIC II
Bulk properties

Transport coefficient
Shear viscosity
Speed of sound .... 

What are the effective degrees of freedom?

RHIC II + FAIR@GSI
Fluctuations + Correlations

Location of critical point?
Properties of phase transition



See you 
next week! 



Parton Saturation

Low Energy High Energy

PRL 85 3100 (2000)
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Collision energy

550 charged particles per unit rapidity

Particle production by “liberation” of 
gluons already present in incoming nuclei

Effective gluon density increases with energy,
but saturates when gluons below Qsat 

overlap in transverse plane

This “Color Glass Condensate” describes 
nuclei at high energies

Lexus (Kapusta,Jeon)Incoherent p+p superposition

CGC (McLerran, 
Venugopalan)

Models prior to RHIC

PHOBOS

NA49E866
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Collision energy



Hadronization



Enhancement of Multi-Strange Baryons

Npart-Scaling

Large Enhancement for e.g. 
Ω/participant, relative to p
+Pb 



Yield
Mass

Quantum Numbers

Temperature Chemical Potential

• Statistical Description of Observed Yields in Gibbs 
Grand-Canonical Ensemble

– Many Different Implementations

• Mid-Rapidity vs 4-π yields
• Non-Equilibrium (γs, γq)
• Numerical Implementation

• Here: Common Features of Different Approaches

Spectrum of Produced Hadrons

c.f. Hagedorn, Becattini, Braun-Munzinger, Cleymans, Heinz, Letessier, 

Mekijan, Rafelski, Redlich, Satz, Sollfrank,Stachel, Tounsi + many others



Spectrum of Produced Hadrons

Example: Becattini et al; hep-ph/0310049 

NA49 data, 

4-π yields, 

γs ~ 0.85



Relative Abundance: Two Parameters !

Statistical Model Fit 



“Thermal Fit” Parameters vs sqrt(s)

µB drops with collision energy

Tch approaches limiting value

Calculations: Redlich et al, Becattini et al, Braun-Munzinger et al, Rafelski et al



Size (Mass, Volume)
Microcanonical ensemble. All conservation laws including
energy-momentum (angular momentum, parity), charges
enforced.

V > 20 fm3, M > 10 GeV  (F. Liu et al., Phys. Rev. C 68 (2003) 024905) 
F. B., L. Ferroni, talk in ISMD 2003)

Canonical ensemble. Energy and momentum conserved
on average, charges exactly. Temperature is introduced

V > 100 fm3, M > 50 GeV  (A. Keranen, F.B., Phys. Rev. C 65 (2002) 044901)

Grand-canonical ensemble. Also charges are conserved
on average. Chemical potentials are introduced

Difficulty of computing

Size (Mass, Volume)

Slide from F. Becattini

Tfrom Francesco Becattinixt



Statistical Model for Elementary Collisions



e+e- (Canonical Ensemble)

“Thermal Fit” Parameters vs sqrt(s)

e+e- hadronizes at same Tch

Strangeness enhancement unique to AA

Are we looking at a local 

or global property?

Global (or at least large) 

correlation volume



The “Horn”

K-/π- K+/π+ Λ/π

NA49: Sharp maximum in K/π ratio at low SPS energy

Broad maximum from μB and p+p √s dependence, 
but no sharp structure in models


